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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
3140 DEFENSE PENTAGON

WASHINGTON, DC 20301–3140

September 7, 2016

MEMORANDUM FOR THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR
ACQUISITION, TECHNOLOGY & LOGISTICS

SUBJECT: Final Report of the Defense Science Board (DSB) Task Force on Cyber
Defense Management

I am pleased to forward the final report of the DSB Task Force on Cyber Defense.  This
report offers important recommendations on how the Department of Defense can ensure
that it is investing properly to provide cyber resilience to its systems.

The study investigated ways to inform future investment priorities, including methods to
assess and provide DoD leadership with improved management insight into the level of
cyber protection that both currently exists and is planned within DoD networks, sensor,
weapon and support systems. The study provides approaches to assess system resilience,
or surrogates informing system resilience, to different kinds and levels of cyber-attack.
The study also discusses methods to understand relationships between DoD cyber
investments and the resulting increased resilience to attack.

Finally, the study details a set of recommendations for the “next dollar spent” to
maximize effects against cyber threats. These new areas of investment include collecting
and analyzing attack data, increasing automated functions for cyber defense, and
including cyber preparedness in force readiness reporting.

I fully endorse all of the recommendations contained in this report and urge their careful
consideration and soonest adoption.

Dr. Craig Fields
Chairman

DEFENSE SCIENCE
BOARD



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
3140 DEFENSE PENTAGON

WASHINGTON, DC 20301–3140

August 31, 2016

MEMORANDUM FOR CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD

SUBJECT: Final Report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on Cyber Defense
Management

The final report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on Cyber Defense is attached.  In
accordance with its charter, the study investigated ways to inform future DoD investment
priorities.  Methods are discussed for providing DoD leadership with improved management
insight into the current and future levels of cyber protection that exist within DoD and its
networks, sensor, weapon and support systems. The study also developed approaches for
assessing system resilience to different kinds and levels of cyber attack.  The report also provides
insight into methods for DoD to understand the relationships between its cyber investments and
the amount of increased cyber reliance it experiences.  Finally, recommendations are provided
for prioritizing investments and where the “next dollar spent” by DoD can provide maximum
effects against cyber threats.

The highly publicized commercial and governmental cyber breaches have driven a dramatic
increase in general awareness and concern for cyber threats, system vulnerabilities, and the
potential for damage from losing personal information stored within a system.  This awareness
has resulted in increased demand for more secure products and services. Within DoD, the
standup of the United States Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) has given focus to DoD’s
efforts to improve cyber security.  Though these signs are encouraging, and billions of dollars
per year have been spent on cyber security, the Task Force believes most DoD systems are still
not adequately protected against cyber threats.  The increased awareness and understanding of
the issue offers a window of opportunity to make major strides over the next several years to
improve the cyber security posture of DoD.

A major finding of the study is that successful organizations collect and analyze attack data. It
is important for DoD to track their cyber hygiene efforts and also perform consistent analysis on
their system’s performance against cyber attacks. These metrics should be shared with the DoD
leadership to help build awareness from the top-down. Engaging senior leadership in
understanding DoD’s cyber performance will accelerate short-term performance and long-term
improvements.  Also, engaging the senior leadership will provide them with a better
understanding of whether cyber investments are impacting cyber performance.

DEFENSE SCIENCE
BOARD



The task force found that DoD still manually collects the majority of their compliance metrics.
Manual collection of compliance metrics can cause significant cyber vulnerabilities in addition
to inefficient operations Automating many cyber hygiene and cyber security functions can
provide reliable, timely, and comprehensive reporting on important cyber security metrics.
Modern, well run IT enterprises employ highly automated cyber management processes to both
keep the security features updated as quickly as possible and to drive down the expense of
running the system. Automating these processes also allow the IT workforce to focus on the most
sophisticated cyber attacks.

In support of automating network operations, once DoD has ensured that its network-based IT
infrastructure’s protection is automated, then it should allow its IT workforce to focus on
protecting the mission critical systems. These systems include weapons, sensors, and command,
control, communications, computer, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (C4ISR)
assets. In time of conflict, a cyber capable adversary will focus their efforts on disrupting DoD’s
front line mission systems. Including cyber readiness as a factor in the Defense Readiness
Reporting System (DRRS) is an excellent method for initiating a focus on protecting mission
critical systems as well as tracking DoD’s efforts in cyber hygiene and automating network
operations.

The report also provides insight into models to assist in determining the DoD systems and
networks most at risk from cyber-attack and those that are relatively secure. The study’s charter
also asked for a model to help inform future DoD investments. A full model capable of achieving
these two objectives is a very complex undertaking and requires substantiating data, which will
be generated through the actions described in this report. While achieving both these objectives
in full today is not possible, the report details current models that provide a short-term solution
for modeling the cost effectiveness of a particular system in protecting against cyber attacks.
These solutions can be pursued until a more capable model is developed.

Finally, the report discusses the role DoD has in influencing the commercial marketplace in terms
of cyber security and cyber hygiene. An understandable reliance on commercial technologies by
DoD has meant that its systems have the inherent vulnerabilities that the commercial market
place has been willing to tolerate.  DoD can help to reinforce the marketplace changes that are
already occurring due to increased awareness of cyber security.

The study believes that all of the recommendations contained in this report are critical for
ensuring the Department maintains its advantages in the cyber domain into the future.

Mr. Robert Nesbit Mr. Lou Von Thaer
Study Co-Chair Study Co-Chair
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Executive SummaryIn October 2014, the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics(USD(AT&L)) requested that the Defense Science Board (DSB) investigate ways to improve theDepartment of Defense’s overall management processes for providing cyber security in its systemsand networks.  The Board assembled a Task Force composed of national leaders in informationtechnology (IT) and cyber security.  The Task Force met from January 2015 through November 2015to deliberate on cyber security for the Department of Defense (DoD).The task force was asked to take on four specific tasks:
 Determine methods to assess and provide DoD leadership with improved managementinsight into the level of cyber protection that either currently exists or is planned
 Devise the means or methods to assess system resilience to different kinds and levels of cyberattack
 Investigate ways to inform future investments for DoD cyber defense
 Develop approaches to produce prioritized recommendations for spending the next dollar formaximum effect against cyber threatsThe most recent DSB study related to cyber security was in 2013, more than three years ago.1 Sincethese recommendations were published, many serious cyber attacks and breaches have resulted ininformation and financial losses as well as information system down time.  However, there have beensome encouraging signs as well.The highly publicized government and commercial cyber breaches have driven a dramatic increasein general awareness and concern for cyber threats, system vulnerabilities, and the potential fordamage from losing personal information stored within a system. This awareness has resulted inincreased demand for more secure products and services. Recently, cyber security insurance rateshave experienced an increase averaging more than 30 percent from the previous year.2 This mayreduce “papering over” the security problem.Within DoD, the standup of United States Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) has given focus to DoD’sefforts to improve cyber security.  Effective red teams have led to “Cyber Awakening” activities acrossthe services, especially the Navy.3 The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) CyberGrand Challenge has created a number of innovative approaches for automating cyber defenses.

These signs are encouraging, and in the United States billions of dollars per year have been
spent on cyber security for government and commercial systems. Nevertheless, the Task
Force believes most DoD systems are still not adequately protected against cyber threats.  The
increased awareness and understanding of the issue offers a window of opportunity to make
major strides in the near term to improve the cyber security posture of DoD.

1 Defense Science Board, Task Force Report on Resilient Military Systems and the Advanced Cyber Threat, January 2013.
2 Cyber Insurance Premiums Rocket after High-Profile Attacks, Reuters.com, October 12, 2015, accessed at http://www.reuters.com/article/us-

cybersecurity-insurance-insight-idUSKCN0S609M20151012
3 The Navy launched their Task Force Cyber Awakening in 2014.
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Over the past decade cyber security defense strategies and techniques have matured substantially.The following three areas were identified by the task force for immediate action to address DoD cyberdefense.
Cyber HygieneOver the past decade cyber security defense strategies and techniques have matured substantially.The first manifestation of that is that cyber hygiene has become standard commercial practice and isdefined as:

Cyber hygiene involves organizing IT infrastructure, hardware and devices to facilitate
continuous monitoring and report; removal of unauthorized software and hardware; effective
patching of authorized software; formalizing informal information security controls; and
heightened training and awareness of both security administrators and users.4Any organization practicing sound cyber hygiene today will have defined a crisp set of quantifiedmetrics that best capture the attributes that describe their system’s defense.  For example, thesemetrics may include measures of elapsed time between vendor release and the application of asecurity patch; strength of passwords; and the time between introduction of a rogue hardware deviceon the network and its detection. Because each system security defense team tailors its own list ofmetrics, multiple metric collections have been defined by respected organizations. The specificmetrics are not important: instead, it is critical that each organization develop metrics thatcharacterize the state of cyber security for their entire software and hardware system, and then usethose metrics to track the state of their cyber hygiene. These metrics should be scrupulously collectedand reported.  In order for these metrics to be timely, data collection will, for the most part, need tobe automated.There is ample evidence that an organization that practices effective cyber hygiene will deflect thevast majority of attacks, measured in number of attacks. The most dramatic examples have beenrecorded in work by the Australian Signals Directorate5 and the U.S. Department of State6. Oneresult of deflecting most of the attacks is that cybersecurity administration personnel are moreavailable to devote their efforts to the more serious attacks, and able to better protect the mostimportant data and system operations.

VisibilityThe second major advance is that system administrators have visibility into their system and know(and can report) where in the system an attack might be detected and mitigated.  They have theinsight to make sound judgments about what security application code is effectively protecting theirspecific system. This is now done by the best cyber security administrators monitoring their systems
4 The Center for Internet Security, The CIS Critical Security Controls for Effective Cyber Defense, version 6.0, October 2015, p.79
5 Australian Signals Directors, Strategies to Mitigate Targeted Cyber Intrusions, April 2013, accessed at

http://www.asd.gov.au/infosec/mitigationstrategies.htm
6 SANS Institute, Reducing Federal Systems Risk with the SANS 20 Critical Controls, page 8, April 2012, accessed at

https://www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/analyst/reducing-federal-systems-risk-20-critical-controls-35235
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so that they can track an individual attack as it enters and advances through their system.  Theadministrators understand which cyber software defense applications should be able to detect,deflect, destroy, or mitigate an individual attack.  Even the best system defenders cannot protectagainst all attacks.
Cyber SecurityA multitude of different issues can be grouped under the cyber security banner.  While many of themare addressed in this report, some are not, including:  personal systems that DoD employees use inDoD facilities (e.g., cell phones and tablets); Internet of Things (e.g. light bulbs, batteries,thermostats); and supply chain security.This report presents the key findings and recommendations of the Task Force deliberations. The TaskForce’s findings and recommendations can be grouped into the seven areas summarized below.
Collect and Analyze Attack DataFor many years, cyber security has been a compliance driven process.  Organizations define rules orbest practices and direct their IT systems to comply.  For example, patch all application softwarewithin three days of patch availability or train all employees twice per year. Success is measured byhow well the stated rules are followed.  A number of organizations that the Task Force interviewedhave moved beyond this simplistic approach to a more dynamic performance assessment of theirnetwork operations. These organizations perform consistent and careful analyses of their defensivesystems’ performance against actual attacks. Collecting and collating this data over time gave theorganizations a statistically significant basis to use in evaluating the performance of their individualdefensive subsystems.  The data allows these organizations to determine which defensivesubsystems are performing well against specific threats and which systems are underperforming.  Byevaluating this data and considering costs of acquisition and operation, a rough value assessment canbe made.  The companies can also see where their combined defensive coverage is strong, wheretheir system has gaps, and where there may be multiple security subsystems doing the same function.The Task Force did not see any evidence that DoD was doing this type of assessment anywhere on aconsistent basis.  These assessments provide data that can be used to support and inform investmentpriorities and can serve as a basis for deriving recommendations for investing the next dollar spenton the network defense portion of the overall cyber security problem.
The DoD Chief Information Officer (CIO), in conjunction with the Service and Agency CIOs,
should investigate how to best use the attack data they experience on their various networks
to evaluate the performance of their defenses.The DoD Chief Information Officer (CIO), in conjunction with the Service and Agency CIOs, shouldbegin collecting data on each attack against their networks, and data on how each defensive elementperformed in response to that attack. Several months of data collection should yield a statistically
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significant sample. The DoD CIO, as well as the Service and Agency CIOs, should then adopt one of theexample processes the Task Force reviewed, or devise their own analytic process. It is not importantwhether the same approach that Lockheed Martin, Goldman Sachs, or the Australian SignalsDirectorate is used, or if the Department invents their own process.  But “leaving all this data on thetable” is not the best way to proceed.  Cyber security has long been a compliance dominated process,focused on doing specific actions on a checklist. Examining the attack data to determine what isworking well, what is not, where changes need to be made, and where investment is required tobetter defend against troublesome or emerging threats would move the Department beyond acompliance approach towards a more dynamic performance evaluation. This will contribute stronglytoward answering the four questions highlighted in this study’s TOR.
Inform and Engage ExecutivesOne important aspect for driving improvements to cyber defense is increasing engagement byexecutives in their organization’s cyber security. Regularly informing and actively engaging DoDleadership in DoD’s cyber security status and plans will help accelerate both short-term performanceand long-term improvements.The DoD has recently made a good start towards this by generating a monthly status report on ITnetwork security by Service and Agency. This report covers compliance with basic network hygienemeasures, such as proper patching, two factor authentication, removal of XP machines, use of HostBased Security System (HBSS), and use of the standard security configuration. All theseimprovements have positive, demonstrable, and measurable impacts on cyber defense.  To date, mostof the data in the report is manually collected and self-reported causing parts to be incomplete orinaccurate.  Overall, the report is generating improved insight and visibility on the topic and hasresulted in improved compliance metrics.In addition to tracking the progress of compliance measures, comprehensive cyber securityimprovement requires a much better decision making framework for executives. In our survey ofcommercial and defense companies we found some best practices regarding how they engage theirexecutives and boards which lead to our recommendations in this area.
Based on industry best practices, the Task Force recommends the DoD CIO, in conjunction
with the Service and Agency CIOs, expand their monthly cyber security status report.The expanded report should include the following topics:

1. Threat background and trends – a summary of key attacks experienced in DoD networksand systems in the reporting month including source of origin, means of access, and attackintentions.  Also, how these attacks compared to previous months noting any changes ortrends.  In addition, include similar threat information beyond DoD as compiled by securityresearch firms.  Finally include data on emerging threats and attack techniques that may beseen in the near future.
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2. Defensive system performance – assess how well each individual deployed defensivesystem performed in terms of detecting an attack, stopping the progress and eliminating thethreats experienced that month.  Which software components are not performing asexpected? Where are there overlaps in defensive coverage? Where are there gaps? Howdoes the cost of acquiring and operating the defensive system compare to its performance?
3. Security controls – report on metrics for key cyber hygiene controls that DoD mandates foruse by the system. In addition to measuring compliance, examine the effectiveness of thecontrols in detecting or eliminating threats. Compare this to other effectiveness ratings ofsecurity controls produced by outside agencies.
4. Top five risk areas – compile top five lists, based on expert judgment, for critical cybersecurity risks being faced by DoD. These lists should prioritize the risks from 1-5 and be forthe following topics:

a. Greatest cyber risks faced on a daily basis
b. Greatest cyber risks faced during conflict with a cyber capable adversary
c. Most sensitive data holdings
d. Key areas requiring immediate investment

5. Tracking – Report on the status of the “Top Five” of previous months (e.g., investigationsinitiated, measures taken, progress made, metrics, …), highlighting any close-outs that haveoccurred.The Task Force drafted a sample monthly report (Appendix 1), designed for executive consumption,to give an example of what we recommend be used to provide a factual basis for executive reviewand decision making.   The sample report is largely self-explanatory and includes many of the bestpractices and examples collected from commercial companies and the defense industry.
Automate Network Management OperationsThe manual collection of compliance metrics indicates that DoD’s enterprise IT environment isoutdated.  Until updated, slowness and inaccuracy will cause significant cyber vulnerabilities inaddition to inefficient operations.  Current management of cyber security in DoD is a largely manualand very labor-intensive process.  It is overly expensive to continue operations in this manner andalso makes it difficult for CIOs, Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs) and networkadministrators to get reliable, timely, and comprehensive reporting on important cyber securitymetrics. If the metrics are used to feed a decision cycle (Observe, Orient, Decide and Act (OODA)), itwill not succeed if the core observations are outdated, of suspect quality, or too costly to collect.Modern, well run IT enterprises employ highly automated cyber management processes to both keepthe security features updated as quickly as possible and to drive down the expense of running thesystem. The processes that are automated include patch management, configuration management,system discovery, system configuration audit, and security log analysis.  Once implemented thesesystems are much less expensive to operate and provide near real time insight into the security statusof the network.  Based on discussions with several CIOs that met with the Task Force, the cost of
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operating an automated cyber management process was between 10 and 30 percent of the manualprocess.   Automated systems also make it easier to incorporate changes as the threat evolves.Because DoD networks are highly segmented, developing procedures to work within the scope ofcontrol is an important issue when automating cyber management operations.  The Task Forcereviewed several commercial organizations that operate networks of a similar or larger size thanDoD and have successfully implemented highly automated cyber security management processes.
The conclusion from those discussions is that the large scale and complexity of the DoD
network is not a valid excuse for inaction in automating cyber management operations in DoD.

The DoD CIO and CISO should architect and plan for increasingly automated cyber
management operations in order to reduce the time networks are vulnerable to known attack
vectors, and to increase visibility.For the last decade DoD officials have argued that the obsolete and obscure systems running on theirnetwork do not allow modernization because functionality of those systems will be lost withmodernization.  However, not modernizing has continued to drive exorbitant expense andvulnerability into the enterprise.  Forcing prioritization to update or discontinue those systems toallow modernization must be a high priority—even if it means delaying other investments. Inconjunction with these changes, the Military Service and Defense Agency CIOs should undertake pilotprograms for virtual desktop infrastructures wherever appropriate given the numerous cyberdefense management benefits. This discussion should be led by the DoD CIO and CISO so that localissues do not inhibit the enterprise’s need for better security.It is critical that the disparate networks be able to communicate with a central system for globalvisibility and reporting in an automated way.  Care should be taken to do this in a very secure mannerso as not to give attackers an exploitable opening.  Given the complexity of the DoD environment, theguiding principle should be to maintain visibility into the processes needed to move commands anddata throughout the enterprise, rather than developing universal toolsets or technology.The DoD CISO should architect and plan for increasingly automated cyber management operationsin order to reduce the time networks are vulnerable to known attack vectors. It is critical thatdisparate networks are able to communicate with a central system for global reporting. The DoDCISO should issue guiding principles and specific performance and progress requirements to theService and Agency CISOs for automating the following areas:

 patch distribution and management,
 system discovery,
 configuration management, and
 system configuration audit.These items should be a specific part of executive decision making and performance management.This will result in considerable cost savings, after a short payback period, which the task forcerecommends be reinvested to improve defenses against more sophisticated cyber threats.
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The automation of cyber management operations should be architected in a secure and resilientmanner to avoid unduly increasing the cyber-attack surface. The automation must include thecapability to roll back from a bad patch load. When complete, automating the above processes willresult in considerable cost savings with a short payback period. The Task Force recommends thosecost savings be reinvested to improve defenses against more sophisticated cyber threats.USD(AT&L), in conjunction with the DoD and Service CIOs, should ensure that all program managersof future IT acquisitions enable their systems by default to be patched, configured, and audited bythe chosen automation system for cyber management operations.  The only exceptions to this policyshould be for those systems that an up-front risk analysis determines that enabling this capabilityrepresents a greater risk. One example is when an upgrade will violate a need for system isolation.
Protect Mission Critical SystemsTo date, most of DoD’s focus and resources have been expended on defending the network-based ITenterprise assets that include the servers, routers, desktops, data bases, and associated operatingsystems and application software. Front line mission systems are not a priority for cyber securitydue to their isolation from other DoD networks, but comprise the most critical assets that DoD willneed to protect. In time of conflict, a cyber capable adversary could focus their efforts on disruptingDoD’s front line mission systems—weapons, sensors, and command, control, communications,computer, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (C4ISR) assets.Defending all DoD systems equally against the most advanced cyber threats is both unaffordable andunnecessary.  Only the most critical assets should be prepared to engage the most sophisticated peerlevel cyber threats and have defenses above and beyond the automated cyber managementoperations discussed above.
A DoD-wide Executive Oversight Team (EOT) should be created to organize and manage the
selection and hardening process to ensure that the most mission critical systems are
protected to the highest practical level.The Department leadership should ensure that the capabilities necessary to accomplish the mostcritical missions are sufficiently resilient and robust in the face of a determined and sophisticatedcyber-attack. The most critical missions may include: conventional force elements with deterrentvalue; missile defense; essential space operations; nuclear and other essential command and control;and some systems that ensure continuity of government functions.The team should be chaired by the Deputy Secretary of Defense (DEPSECDEF) and include the Chiefof the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), USD(AT&L), USD(P), DoD CIO, and the Assistant Service Secretariesfor acquisition. A small support staff will likely be required to assist the EOT with its responsibilities.The Task Force recommends that for each of the mission critical systems, the following actions betaken:
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 Explain the rationale for selecting this particular mission as “critical,” including the currentpotential and consequence of loss through successful cyber attack
 Conduct a mission-based analysis, then a defensive analysis on critical systems andcomponents
 Develop an understanding of system connectivity and vulnerabilities
 Reverse engineer the critical systems to understand vulnerabilities at the functional level thatan adversary would likely attack (including the maintenance and sustainment trails)
 Develop the capability to isolate and segment systems as much as possible
 Forward cache necessary data at appropriate time intervals to further system isolation
 Identify system and supply chain vulnerabilities
 Develop workarounds or back-ups for remaining vulnerabilities
 Evaluate effectiveness through Combatant Commands (CCMDs) with measurement feedbackto the leadership
 Establish metrics for this assessment in the CIO officesBecause of the significant expense and difficulty, it is necessary to identify the fewest possiblesystems and dependencies to achieve mission success in each area.  USD(AT&L) and the Joint Staffhave already made some progress in determining the most mission critical systems.The objective should be to have the process started immediately with implementation, completed in2-3 years. Once implemented, DoD should evaluate the effectiveness of the resulting defense posturethrough the CCMDs with measurement feedback to the leadership.  The DoD CIO should establishmetrics for this assessment.

Include Cyber Preparedness in Defense Readiness ReportingThe Combatant Commands (CCMDs) must be prepared to successfully execute assigned missions inthe face of cyber threats. The existing Defense Readiness Reporting System (DRRS) provides anexcellent vehicle for assessing and reporting the CCMDs readiness with regard to cyber-attacks. Itspecifies the ability of military units to accomplish their mission essential tasks, from which acommander can specify the overall readiness of his organization to accomplish its assigned missions.The assessments are based on expert judgment taking into account such factors as resourceavailability and level of training.These mission assurance assessments can then be used to express the degree of preparation forcarrying out tasks comprising missions in the face of cyber threats.
For its assigned missions, each CCMD with support of the Services should report their cyber
preparedness along with the other elements of the DRRS.  Updates to these assessments
should follow the normal Defense Readiness Reporting schedule.For its assigned missions, each CCMD, with support of the Military Services, should report throughthe DRRS the following:
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 Have assets critical for the mission been identified, e.g., thru mission thread analyses?
 How many of those assets have been assessed for cyber vulnerabilities, e.g., by CyberProtection Teams and Service technical analysts?
 Is there a schedule for cyber-assessing the remaining critical assets?
 To what extent have protection means been implemented for the identified vulnerabilities,both procedural and technical?
 To what extent have contingency plans been established to compensate for the degradationor loss of the critical assets, e.g., fallback and recovery procedures to meet minimumoperating requirements?
 Has each exercise been used to determine the value of cyber defense as it pertains to themission objectives of that particular exercise?
 Have exercises been conducted to assess how well the missions can be accomplished in theface of cyber threats, involving realistic threats, red team play and quantitative assessment ofmission execution?Some activity is ongoing pertaining to most of the items in this recommendation, so it should bepossible to quickly initiate implementation of the recommendation.  Standards defining how themission assurance measures are to be reported should first be established so there is commonunderstanding by all parties involved.  That definition should not take long (nor should it be allowedto get hung up in bureaucratic process that will take a long time); the Task Force estimates six monthsshould be adequate.  The periodic reporting should occur every six months.  This frequency is not sofrequent that it overburdens those conducting the assessments.  Highest priority in the reporting andthe associated cyber preparedness improvements should be given to those missions deemed mostcritical.

Build on Current Modeling Efforts to Inform InvestmentThe Task Force’s Terms of Reference requests a model to assist in determining the DoD systems andnetworks most at risk from cyber-attack and those that are relatively secure. In addition, the modelshould assess whether current investments are addressing the most urgent risks, and where to invest“the next cyber defense dollar.” It is important to note that a full model capable of achieving theseobjectives is a very complex undertaking and requires substantiating data, which is generatedthrough the actions described above and elsewhere in this report.Commercial companies and other government agencies face similar needs. The Task Force’s reviewdetermined that while a number of companies are becoming more experienced in experimentingwith cyber risk models to influence investments, no one with whom the Task Force met has acomprehensive, mature model that they use today to drive cyber investments.  Several companiesand organizations have developed models to visually show where and how attacks are blocked (ornot) relative to the organization’s investments made in cyber tools and procedures.  The toolsreviewed were focused on enterprise networks but could be adapted to include weapons systems.More analytical models are also under development that address portions of the cyber securityproblem.  RAND is playing a lead role in developing these models. Some promising research in the
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Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command, Control, and Communication (C3),Cyber, and Business Systems (C3CB) (ODASD(C3CB)) is addressing the development of a model.In response to the challenge for a model to assist in spending the next dollar on cyber, the Task Forcebroke the issue down into two areas.  The first encompasses network defense (Non-Secure InternetProtocol Router Network (NIPRnet), Secret Internet Protocol Router Network (SIPRnet), JointWorldwide Intelligence Communications System (JWICS), and other communication systems) andthe second focused on the defense of systems with embedded cyber (e.g., F-22 and Aegis).  The TaskForce found examples and models to display and analyze system performance in the network defensearea that can certainly drive intelligent investment decisions.  Examples contained in this report fromLockheed Martin, Goldman Sachs, and the Australian Signals Directorate (charts attached inAppendix 1), provide a basis for measuring the performance of the various cyber defensive elementsagainst actual attacks and thereby point out where future investments may be warranted. Theseexamples show that a sufficient number of actual attacks are available for a statistically significantanalysis of the performance of a network's current defensive systems. This analysis can determinewhich defensive systems have value in terms of their operating cost versus performance; whichsystems do not have value; where the organization’s defensive coverage is thin; where the systemmay have excess redundancy; and which security controls are the most effective given a year's worthof attack data. Taken together, the analytic areas listed above provide a broad overview of the cost-effectiveness of a particular system after the analysis.
DoD should expand the resources available to the ODASD(C3CB), in conjunction with the
Modeling and Simulation Coordination Office (M&SCO) under the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Research and Engineering (ASD(R&E)), to continue and expand the cyber
investment modeling work to include financial, heuristic, and effects based assessment
models.  ODASD(C3CB) and M&SCO should lead an Executive Steering Committee to serve as
the coordination body for DoD throughout a multi-phased approach to developing a single
model to inform DoD cyber investments, with a particular focus on warfighting systems.The Executive Steering Committee should develop and mature cyber investment modelingcapabilities over the next two years, to include:

 Financial Model with a goal to record, examine, and improve how cyber investment dollarsare used within DoD
 Heuristic Model with a goal to identify and understand the key factors affecting cyberinvestment decisions in terms of the inter-relatedness of organizations, systems, and the toolsand products used
 Effects Based Model with a goal to analyze cyber investments and their resulting impact on asystem’s cyber defense posture, cyber resilience, and mission effectiveness relative to costDuring this development, the Executive Steering Committee should explore how it can make use ofexisting partial models that have been developed by RAND, Lockheed Martin, Goldman Sachs, andthe Australian Signals Directorate.
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A multi-phase approach is recommended to leverage the above models in order to create a singlemodel to enable DoD decision makers to choose the most appropriate and cost-effective cyberdefense investments.  The use of models and simulations has become a key tool for improving andrefining the methods and techniques used on a broad variety of DoD missions.  Applying modelingand simulation to the cyber risk investment decision process would closely approximate the methodsand techniques used by insurance firms when choosing whether to issue coverage or not. While cyberrisk investment and assessment modeling is a developing field of expertise with similar complexitiesfound in the data sciences domain, it provides a very pragmatic and scientific method for solving thecyber investment decision problem. More importantly, it provides an opportunity forexperimentation and exploration of alternatives while not requiring the actual investment inresources and materials required by traditional try and buy approaches.
Work with COTS Suppliers That Place High Value on the Security of
Their ProductsMost cyber defense measures—in place and proposed—focus on reacting to discoveredvulnerabilities and thwarting would-be attackers. The very best cyber defense measures are thosethat prevent the acquisition and fielding of highly vulnerable capabilities in the first place. Anunderstandable reliance on commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) means that DoD systems have theinherent vulnerabilities that the commercial market place has been willing to tolerate. The TaskForce observed that the marketplace is changing and DoD can reinforce these changes, to itsadvantage.
USD(AT&L), in coordination with the DoD CIO and CISO, should help shape the commercial
marketplace to deliver better cyber security by becoming a more demanding buyer.For competitive purposes, commercial vendors tend to bundle capabilities into set products. Thismakes it difficult to buy only the minimum essential capabilities needed by the DoD program. TheDoD CIO and CISO, on behalf of DoD, should open a dialogue with vendors as to how buyers candisable unnecessary capabilities. This should also be coordinated with other government agencies todevelop a government-wide effort to shape the marketplace.Actions for becoming a more demanding buyer include:

 USD(AT&L) should favor vendors with strong software development practices and trackrecord of conscientiously fixing vulnerabilities
 The DoD CIO and CISO should specify the use of open standards for security automation
 The DoD CIO in conjunction with the Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) shouldrequire that newly acquired software run on a standard secure configuration
 The DoD CISO should work with vendors to build marketplace awareness and demand forcyber-resilient hardware and software
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 The DoD CIO should coordinate with CIOs from other government agencies, in particular DHS,to make such conditions part of their future purchases and developments.Exposing vulnerabilities in complex systems and acknowledging the capabilities that engender thosevulnerabilities requires a level of skill that is not currently resident in DoD.  The DoD CIO and CISO,in coordination with USD(AT&L), should take immediate steps to develop these skills and augmentcurrent staffing in order to support making DoD a more demanding buyer.  This can be done throughpersonnel exchanges with NSA and USCYBERCOM, through FFRDC exchanges, and involvement withother outside entities. Clear incentives will be needed to attract real experts in this area.  Resourcesshould be provided, as required, to assist in this skill development.For both traditional programs of record and COTS programs, the onus in on the requirements processto ensure there is adequate cyber security.  The DoD CIO and CISO have a presence in the process upto and including JROC deliberations. Their involvement in this process will support minimizing cybervulnerabilities as a normal aspect of every Program of Record (POR).  This process is easier begunwith a new POR rather than immediately grafting it onto current programs. Therefore, the DoD CIOand CISO should seek to embed this process of fine-grained cyber-risk management into a target POR.The suggested candidate program is the “next generation bomber” because it is a mission criticalsystem.Identifying the specific, as well as types of, system capabilities that are most likely to introduce cybervulnerabilities or otherwise increase the cyber attack surface in a system will improve the overallcyber safe acquisition process. Research should be sponsored by USD(AT&L) and the DoD CIO andCISO, both within and outside of DoD, to better understand the inter-relationships between systemcapabilities and their vulnerabilities. This research will support DoD’s efforts in becoming a moredemanding buyer.
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Chapter 1: Collect and Analyze Attack Data to Measure
Defensive System PerformanceFor many years, cyber security has been a compliance driven process.  Organizations define rules orbest practices and direct their IT systems to comply.  For example, patch all application softwarewithin three days of patch availability or train all employees twice per year. Success is measured byhow well the stated rules are followed.  A number of organizations that the Task Force interviewedhave moved beyond this simplistic approach to a more dynamic performance assessment of theirnetwork operations. These organizations perform consistent and careful analyses of their defensivesystems’ performance against actual attacks. Collecting and collating this data over time gave theorganizations a statistically significant basis to use in evaluating the performance of their individualdefensive subsystems.  The data allows these organizations to determine which defensivesubsystems are performing well against specific threats and which systems are underperforming.  Byevaluating this data and considering costs of acquisition and operation, a rough value assessment canbe made.  The companies can also see where their combined defensive coverage is strong, wheretheir system has gaps, and where there may be multiple security subsystems doing the same function.The Task Force did not see any evidence that DoD was doing this type of assessment anywhere on aconsistent basis.  These assessments provide data that can be used to support and inform investmentpriorities and can serve as a basis for deriving recommendations for investing the next dollar spenton the network defense portion of the overall cyber security problem.Because almost every large organization outside DoD will have similar concerns, the Task Forcereviewed many companies and other government agencies to see how they addressed these issues.The Task Force found many who indeed had similar concerns, but had found no good approaches forsolving them. The Task Force found several, however, that had a process they thought was workingand three examples are explained below. The interesting thing to note is that the three examples,while different approaches, all share the same general basis for measuring the performance of theirdefensive systems using actual attack data on their networks.
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The first example is from Lockheed-Martin.  The output of their monthly evaluation is summarizedin Figure 1.

On the left hand side of the chart are cover names for the most serious attacks their network facedduring that particular month.  Across the top are the various defensive subsystems providingnetwork protection.  They are subdivided into categories for the defensive functions:  Early Warning;Inbound Protection; Activity Detection: and Outbound Protection.  Proposed systems that they arethinking about adding to their defensive suite are also evaluated.  Each of the exact defensivefunctions are anonymized here so as not to expose details of their security.  But one can assume theyinclude firewalls, intrusion detection sensors, proxy blocks, and the like.Looking vertically down the chart under a specific defensive subsystem, it is readily apparentwhether that defense was effective against the various attacks.  For example, Detection Measure #3was ineffective while Detection Measure #5 was highly effective.  Examining this data over severalmonths has helped Lockheed Martin to determine what works, what does not, what needs to bechanged.  This data also helps to determine whether proposed defensive elements will improve cybersecurity and, if not, where to invest in new approaches to defend against new cyber attacks.

Figure 1: Lockheed Martin System performance against significant incidents monthly evaluation
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A different way of looking at network performance has been successfully employed by GoldmanSachs.  Their process is described in Figure 2.

Across the top of the chart are the various stages of the attacker’s process, beginning withreconnaissance and ending with execution of the attack.  All their defensive subsystems, whetherthey are security controls (green) or more complex defensive product suites (blue) are laid out underwhich stage(s) of attack they are designed to defend against.  Looking vertically down under anyattack stage it is possible to see where there are multiple subsystems providing coverage in depthand where there may be too little coverage. The Task Force has also added estimates of howexpensive each product or control is to operate ($ to $$$) and how effective that product or controlhas been in defending against attacks (* to ***).The third example included here is an analysis from the Australian Signals Directorate (ASD).  Theoutput of their study, updated on an annual basis is reproduced in Figure 3. The ASD collects data ontens of thousands of attacks each year and examines the performance of a large number of securitycontrols in defending against those attacks.  ASD then ranks the security controls in terms of theiroverall effectiveness against the ensemble of attacks.  The analysis for 2015, which has similar resultscompared to 2013 and 2014, shows that the failure or absence of one of the top fourcontrols was responsible for 85 percent of successful attacks.  While this does not mean that oneshould only implement these four controls, it does mean that implementing these four controlsshould be absolutely mandatory for good cyber hygiene.  The Task Force believes that this type ofanalysis will be important for DoD to understand their cyber investments.

Figure 2: Goldman Sachs best practices for defensive system performance
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The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) compiles a listing of 250 security controlsand sub-controls.  The DoD uses a subset of approximately 150 of these controls. Ranking thecontrols against actual attack data in the manner that ASD uses produces some very interestingresults.
The DoD Chief Information Officer (CIO), in conjunction with the Service and Agency CIOs,
should investigate how to best use the attack data they experience on their various networks
to evaluate the performance of their defenses.The DoD Chief Information Officer (CIO), in conjunction with the Service and Agency CIOs, shouldbegin collecting data on each attack against their networks, and data on how each defensive elementperformed in response to that attack. Several months of data collection should yield a statisticallysignificant sample. The DoD CIO, as well as the Service and Agency CIOs, should then adopt one of the

Effectiveness
Rank Mitigation Strategy Overall

Effectiveness
User

Resistance Upfront Cost Maintenance
Cost

1 Whitelist permitted/trusted programs Essential Medium High Medium
2 Patch application software Essential Low High High
3 Patch operating system software Essential Low Medium Medium
4 Severely restrict administrative privileges Essential Medium Medium Low

5 Harden user application configurations Excellent Medium Medium Medium
6 Analyze email and web content in a sandbox Excellent Low Medium Low
7 Mitigate OS generic exploits Excellent Low Medium Low
8 Identify anomalous behavior with host based IDS Excellent Low Medium Medium
9 Disable local admin accounts Excellent Low Medium Low

10 Segment and segregate the network Excellent Low High Medium
11 Employ multi-factor user authentication Excellent Medium High Medium
12 Apply firewall to block incoming malware Excellent Low Medium Medium
13 Apply firewall to block outgoing malware Excellent Medium Medium Medium
14 Host virtual sandbox outside internal network Excellent High High Medium
15 Log successful and failed computer events Excellent Low High High
16 Log allowed and blocked network activity Excellent Low High High
17 Filter email by content Excellent High High Medium
18 Filter web traffic by content Excellent Medium Medium Medium
19 Whitelist web domains Excellent High High Medium
20 Block spoofed emails using sender ID Excellent Low Low Low
21 Configure workstation and servers under hardened SOE Good Medium Medium Low
22 Deploy anti virus software using heuristics Good Low Low Low
23 Deny direct internet access from workstations Good Low Low Low
24 Harden server application configuration Good Low High Medium
25 Enforce strong passphrase policy Good Medium Medium Low
26 Use DLP to secure portable media Good High Medium Medium
27 Restrict access to SMB and NetBIOS Good Low Medium Low
28 Educate users on spear fishing and social eng Good Medium High Medium
29 Inspect Microsoft Office files for abnormalities Good Low Low Low
30 Deploy signature based AV software Good Low Low Low
31 Use TLS encryption between email servers Good Low Low Low
32 Block web site access by IP address Average Low Low Low
33 Use network based IDS with signatures Average Low High High
34 Blacklist known malicious domains and Ips Average Low Low High
35 Capture network traffic for post intrusion analysis Average Low High Low

Once organizations have effectively implemented the Top 4 mitigation strategies, firstly on workstations of users who are most l ikely to be targeted by cyber intrusions and
then on all  workstations and servers, mitigation strategies can be can then be selected to address security gaps until  an acceptable level of residual risk is reached.

Figure 3: Australian Signals Directorate Analysis of best practices for cyber-security
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example processes the Task Force reviewed, or devise their own analytic process. It is not importantwhether the same approach that Lockheed Martin, Goldman Sachs, or the Australian SignalsDirectorate is used, or if the Department invents their own process.  But “leaving all this data on thetable” is not the best way to proceed.  Cyber security has long been a compliance dominated process,focused on doing specific actions on a checklist. Examining the attack data to determine what isworking well, what is not, where changes need to be made, and where investment is required tobetter defend against troublesome or emerging threats would move the Department beyond acompliance approach towards a more dynamic performance evaluation. This will contribute stronglytoward answering the four questions highlighted in this study’s TOR.
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Chapter 2: Inform and Engage ExecutivesAs with many large and difficult problems facing any organization, increased executive engagementin cyber defense can be a means to help drive improvements. Because executives are increasinglyheld responsible for failures in cyber security, those executives will be motivated to drive complianceand improve their organization’s cyber defense posture.The first step in this process is providing executive management with a flow of information, designed
specifically for their consumption, which addresses the background, status, trends, and remainingrisks and challenges in cyber security that pertain to their networks and to the embedded processorsin their systems.The DoD has recently made a good start at this by providing senior leadership with a monthly reportcontaining metrics that report on DoD’s cyber hygiene. These metrics include: performance inpatching operating systems and application software; use of two factor authentication; removal ofWindows XP machines; use of Host Based Security Systems (HBSS); implementation of the DoD’sstandard security configuration; and other metrics as needed. The metrics are reported by each ofthe Military Services and Defense Agencies. The Task Force heard claims that even in the few monthsthis information has been collected and presented, the metrics have indicated improvements in cyberhygiene across the Department.Most of the data to-date on cyber hygiene is manually collected and self-reported owing to limitationsin the current IT systems operated within DoD.  This manual collection increases labor costs andleads to inaccurate and incomplete data. Improved monitoring and reporting through automation isaddressed in Chapter 3 of this report.To understand this issue, the Task Force met with a number of defense and commercial companiesto see how they inform and engage their executives and boards on the topic of cyber security. Thebriefers included individuals working in insurance, banking and finance, e-retail, informationtechnology, defense, and Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDCs).  Asexpected, many of the organizations do not engage their executives very often and only if there is aserious breach of security. The Task Force believes that engaging executives at the point of a seriousbreach of security is too late. However, in contrast, there are also a growing number of companieswhose executives and directors discuss cyber security on a regular basis. The Task Force noted somebest practices of these organizations and used them as the basis for designing an improved approachfor DoD.  These best practices go considerably beyond compliance with mandated cyber hygienecontrols and more accurately assess the security of the systems of interest.To assist in driving improvements through executive engagement, the Task Force believes there arefive topics that should be addressed, assessed, considered, and discussed on a regular basis withexecutives. The five topics are:

 Developments in the threat that include emerging attack techniques; systems that arefrequently targeted; understanding of threat intentions; and the most concerning threattrends
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 Performance of deployed defenses against actual intrusion sets experienced in the reportedmonth and a trend-line based on previous months’ performance
 Compliance with network hygiene measures as currently reported; however, compliancemetrics should be prioritized in order of most effective to least effective based on the securitycontrols that deter, detect or defeat the intrusions
 A set of “Top Five” critical areas based on expert judgment on topics such as: Risks to DoD ona daily basis (where risk involves the combination of threat likelihood, system vulnerability,and impact to the mission if degraded/lost); risks to weapon sensors or command and control(C2) systems in a combat situation; most critical or sensitive information holdings; and mostcritically needed technology developments; the point of these Top Five lists is to generatediscussion on broader cyber issues beyond the IT per se
 Status of the “Top Five” of previous months (e.g., investigations initiated, measures taken,progress made, metrics), highlighting any close-outs that have occurredA monthly engagement with executives will likely be sufficient, unless circumstances dictate moreimmediate attention.

Based on industry best practices, the Task Force recommends the DoD CIO, in conjunction
with the Service and Agency CIOs, expand their monthly cyber security status report.The expanded report should include the following topics:

1. Threat background and trends – a summary of key attacks experienced in DoD networksand systems in the reporting month including source of origin, means of access, and attackintentions.  Also, how these attacks compared to previous months noting any changes ortrends.  In addition, include similar threat information beyond DoD as compiled by securityresearch firms.  Finally include data on emerging threats and attack techniques that may beseen in the near future.
2. Defensive system performance – assess how well each individual deployed defensivesystem performed in terms of detecting an attack, stopping the progress and eliminating thethreats experienced that month.  Which software components are not performing asexpected? Where are there overlaps in defensive coverage? Where are there gaps? Howdoes the cost of acquiring and operating the defensive system compare to its performance?
3. Security controls – report on metrics for key cyber hygiene controls that DoD mandates foruse by the system. In addition to measuring compliance, examine the effectiveness of thecontrols in detecting or eliminating threats. Compare this to other effectiveness ratings ofsecurity controls produced by outside agencies.
4. Top five risk areas – compile top five lists, based on expert judgment, for critical cybersecurity risks being faced by DoD. These lists should prioritize the risks from 1-5 and be forthe following topics:a. Greatest cyber risks faced on a daily basisb. Greatest cyber risks faced during conflict with a cyber capable adversaryc. Most sensitive data holdings
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d. Key areas requiring immediate investment
5. Tracking – Report on the status of the “Top Five” of previous months (e.g., investigationsinitiated, measures taken, progress made, metrics, …), highlighting any close-outs that haveoccurred.The Task Force drafted a sample monthly report (Appendix 1), designed for executive consumption,to give an example of what we recommend be used to provide a factual basis for executive reviewand decision making.   The sample report is largely self-explanatory and includes many of the bestpractices and examples collected from commercial companies and the defense industry.
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Chapter 3: Automate Network Management OperationsThe DoD mission requires a very complex, worldwide IT enterprise, with many difficult operationalneeds and constraints. In addition to providing the needed capabilities, IT providers must deal withnew security challenges. What is the current state of readiness of DoD’s IT systems to supportoperations?  If a new vulnerability is reported in a key IT component (e.g., “Patch Tuesday”), whatare the risks across the enterprise?  If adversary cyber tactics and tradecraft have succeeded ingaining access to the network, how can DoD search the enterprise for artifacts or indicators in orderto assess the scope of penetration?For DoD overall, generation and gathering of the data needed to manage cyber security is often a verymanual and labor intensive process.  When a crisis hits, DoD responses range from highly automatedand instrumented technology to humans running around counting things, followed by the equallydaunting challenge of integrating data across many disparate sources into a coherent picture.  It isvery expensive and of increasingly limited effectiveness to continue to operate in this manner. Thismanual process also makes it difficult for CIOs, CISOs and Network Administrators to get reliable,timely, and comprehensive reporting on important cyber security metrics.If this process is thought of as an observe, orient, decide and act (OODA) loop-type of decision cycle,then it will not succeed if the core observations are outdated, of suspect quality, or too costly tocollect.Modern, well-run IT enterprises employ highly automated cyber management processes, to bothupdate the security features as quickly as possible and to drive down the expense of running thesystem.  These automated processes include patch management, configuration management, systemdiscovery, system configuration audit, and security log analysis.  In general, focusing on andautomating a small number of key actions, rather than trying to automate all of the processes, is acheaper option. Once implemented these systems are much less expensive to operate and providenear real time insight into the security status of the network.  Based on the CIOs that met with theTask Force, the cost of operating an automated cyber management process was between 10 and 30percent of the manual process.In order for DoD to be successful, new technologies may be required. This should not, however,shadow the importance of implementing key processes. For example, having the operationaldiscipline and the workforce acceptance to minimize the number of unique desktop configurationsand applications can make patching dramatically easier and faster by minimizing incompatibility andregression testing.
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Further, a commercial best practice is to use the data created by automation as the basis for executiveaccountability and performance measurement. Error! Reference source not found. is an exampleexecutive performance plan based on the information gathered by the Task Force during theirdeliberations.

DoD networks are highly distributed, segmented, and diverse in many dimensions. Segment“ownership” is also quite diverse.  These factors could be an issue in automating the networkmanagement operations, but the large scale and complexity of the DoD network is not a valid
excuse for inaction. The Task Force reviewed several commercial organizations that operatenetworks of a similar or larger size than DoD and each has successfully implemented highlyautomated cyber security management processes.
The DoD CIO and CISO should architect and plan for increasingly automated cyber
management operations in order to reduce the time networks are vulnerable to known attack
vectors, and to increase visibility.For the last decade DoD officials have argued that the obsolete and obscure systems running on theirnetwork do not allow modernization because functionality of those systems will be lost withmodernization.  However, not modernizing has continued to drive exorbitant expense andvulnerability into the enterprise.  Forcing prioritization to update or discontinuing those systems toallow modernization must be a high priority—even if it means delaying other investments. Inconjunction with these changes, the Military Service and Defense Agency CIOs should undertake pilotprograms for virtual desktop infrastructures wherever appropriate given the numerous cyber

1: Take deep ownership of SSL/TLS termination:
1.1: Exit 2016 with no SSL VIPs
1.2: Exit 2016 with all HTTPS endpoints supporting the < … > recommended configuration
1.3:  By April 2016, understand with clarity what TLS protocol, ciphers, and options your
customers use, and keep that understanding current.

2: Radically restrict and monitor human access to data:
2.1: Reduce human interaction with your hosts by 80% of November 2015 activity
2.2: Have <…log…> coverage for 100% of your production infrastructure and 100% of where
production keys/credentials are deployed.

5: Harden internal services:
5.1: Exit 2016 with zero clear text, unauthenticated services.

6: Patching:
6.1: Exit 2016 with zero hosts outside of the < … > Patching SLAs.
6.2: Exit 2016 with zero hosts running deprecated OSes or packages
6.3: Exit 2016 with an inventory of your package dependencies and a patching strategy for
each that meets the < … > Patching SLAs.

9: Aggressively rotate credentials:
9.1: Exit 2016 with no passwords or API keys older than 6 months.

Figure 4: Example executive performance plan
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defense management benefits. This discussion should be led by the DoD CIO and CISO so that localissues do not inhibit the enterprise’s need for better security.It is critical that the disparate networks be able to communicate with a central system for globalvisibility and reporting in an automated way.  Care should be taken to do this in a very secure mannerso as not to give attackers an exploitable opening.  Given the complexity of the DoD environment, theguiding principle should be to maintain visibility into the processes needed to move commands anddata throughout the enterprise, rather than developing universal toolsets or technology.The DoD CISO should architect and plan for increasingly automated cyber management operationsin order to reduce the time networks are vulnerable to known attack vectors. It is critical thatdisparate networks are able to communicate with a central system for global reporting. The DoDCISO should issue guiding principles and specific performance and progress requirements to theService and Agency CISOs for automating the following areas:
 patch distribution and management,
 system discovery,
 configuration management, and
 system configuration audit.These items should be a specific part of executive decision making and performance management.This will result in considerable cost savings, after a short payback period, which the task forcerecommends be reinvested to improve defenses against more sophisticated cyber threats.The automation of cyber management operations should be architected in a secure and resilientmanner to avoid unduly increasing the cyber-attack surface. The automation must include thecapability to roll back from a bad patch load. When complete, automating the above processes willresult in considerable cost savings. The Task Force recommends those cost savings be reinvested toimprove defenses against more sophisticated cyber threats.USD(AT&L), in conjunction with the DoD and Service CIOs, should ensure that all program managersof future IT acquisitions enable their systems by default to be patched, configured, and audited bythe chosen automation system for cyber management operations.  The only exceptions to this policyshould be for those systems that an up-front risk analysis determines that enabling this capabilityrepresents a greater risk. One example is when an upgrade will violate a need for system isolation.
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Chapter 4: Protect Mission Critical SystemsTo date, most of the DoD cyber defense focus and resources have been on defending the network-based IT enterprise assets such as servers, routers, desktops, databases, and associated software.There has not been as large an effort on protecting mission critical systems to all forms of cyber-attack.In time of conflict, a cyber capable adversary can focus attacks on mission enabling assets anddegradation of core capabilities. Such targets might include command and control (C2) systems,weapons systems, associated logistics support, and the vulnerable embedded cyber components ofthese systems and supporting databases.While all systems should be fully defended against the most common, but less sophisticated cyberthreats, it is both unaffordable and impractical to attempt to defend every system against the mostsophisticated peer-level cyber threats.The Task Force found that the desired capabilities of hardened systems include the ability to:
 Test and continually monitor system functional capability
 Monitor or control all data entry points
 Meet critical sensor and communication needs
 Determine how system availability is impacted by adversary attack so that improvements canbe prioritized
 Assess supply chain vulnerability for potential issues requiring monitoringThroughout the deliberations, the Task Force discussed methods for reducing the attack surface ofcyber operations in DoD. The following technologies were all discussed as methods to reduce theattack surface:
 Segmentation of platforms, support systems (e.g., ISR, maintenance)
 Having a war reserve or out-of-band capability
 Determining what data are most critical, forward caching them and refreshing at a frequencydetermined to be appropriate
 Manage graceful system degradationThe leadership in DoD can, and should establish and execute a strategy to protect the most critical

DoD mission systems against all forms and levels of cyber threats.  This may include suchcapabilities as: conventional force elements with deterrent value; missile defense; essential spaceoperations; essential command and control; and continuity of government functions.  It is importantto maintain a conventional force with credible deterrent value to give commanders options otherthan escalation to a nuclear option that all adversaries correctly realize have a high threshold for use.Because of the significant expense and difficulty to robustly defend these systems, it will be necessaryto identify the fewest possible systems and dependencies to achieve mission success in eachdesignated area. The USD(AT&L) and the Joint Staff have made good progress in determining thesemost mission critical systems.
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A DoD-wide Executive Oversight Team (EOT) should be created to organize and manage the
selection and hardening process to ensure that the most mission critical systems are
protected to the highest practical level.The Department leadership should ensure that the capabilities necessary to accomplish the mostcritical missions are sufficiently resilient and robust in the face of a determined and sophisticatedcyber-attack. The most critical missions may include: conventional force elements with deterrentvalue; missile defense; essential space operations; nuclear and other essential command and control;and some systems that ensure continuity of government functions.The team should be chaired by the DEPSECDEF and include the Chief of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS),USD(AT&L), USD(P), DoD CIO, and the Assistant Service Secretaries for acquisition. A small supportstaff will likely be required to assist the EOT with its responsibilities.The Task Force recommends that for each of the mission critical systems, the following actions betaken:

 Explain the rationale for selecting this particular mission as “critical,” including the currentpotential and consequence of loss through successful cyber attack
 Conduct a mission-based analysis, then a defensive analysis on critical systems andcomponents
 Develop an understanding of system connectivity and vulnerabilities
 Reverse engineer the critical systems to understand vulnerabilities at the functional level thatan adversary would likely attack (including the maintenance and sustainment trails)
 Develop the capability to isolate and segment systems as much as possible
 Forward cache necessary data at appropriate time intervals to further system isolation
 Identify system and supply chain vulnerabilities
 Develop workarounds or back-ups for remaining vulnerabilities
 Evaluate effectiveness through Combatant Commands (CCMDs) with measurement feedbackto the leadership
 Establish metrics for this assessment in the CIO officesBecause of the significant expense and difficulty, it is necessary to identify the fewest possiblesystems and dependencies to achieve mission success in each area.  USD(AT&L) and the Joint Staffhave already made some progress in determining the most mission critical systems.The objective should be to have the process begun immediately with implementation, completed in2-3 years. Once implemented, DoD should evaluate the effectiveness of the resulting defense posturethrough the CCMDs with measurement feedback to the leadership.  The DoD CIO should establishmetrics for this assessment.

How to BeginThe Task Force recommends that the EOT select one mission critical system as a preliminary initialeffort.  Preferably, this system will be associated with an F-35 wing or Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD)
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since they are both new systems that are expected to have long lives. The goal will be to determinethe system’s current resiliency and then determine the necessary system enhancements and supportarchitecture to take the system to a high level of resiliency to cyber-attacks. This assessment shouldalso include an analysis of the resources that will be needed to fund the necessary upgrades.This effort should be led by a small team of 8 to 10 people that includes subject matter experts. Thisteam would be called the Expert Team and will be responsible for undertaking the bulleted actionslisted above.
Characteristics of the Expert TeamThe recommended approach is similar to the DSB Nuclear Task Force or the Navy Cyber Awakeningprogram.  The Expert Team should contain mission experts from one or more CCMDs, system experts,adversary capability experts, and cyber security experts. To be effective, the Expert Team should belimited to 8 to 10 people. The Expert Team should have input from mission owners, systemoperators, acquisition, policy, and the CIO.The Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) will charter the effort and the Expert Team will report to the EOTchaired by the DEPSECDEF.The goal of the initial preliminary effort is to define system modifications that give a high level ofassurance for mission success.The team should develop a range of 2 to 3 options that provide varying cost points versus levels ofassurance.  The goal is not to harden and maintain our full force but to credibly maintain a deterrentfor our most capable adversaries. All options should be subjected to an aggressive and robust redteam challengeAfter the initial scoping effort, the Executive Oversight Team shall charter the full effort to identifythe full range of mission critical systems to be treated, develop a schedule to implement thehardening, and then implement the hardening program using the knowledge gained in the initialeffort to guide the goals and objectives for all remaining systems.
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Chapter 5: Include Cyber Preparedness in Defense
Readiness ReportingThe Task Force was asked to determine methods to assess and provide DoD leadership withimproved management insight into the level of cyber protection that currently exists or is planned.Historically, readiness reporting has been used to inform leadership at all levels about thepreparedness of military units to engage in combat.  Preparedness to operate in cyberspace shouldbe a part of that overall reporting since the ability to conduct operations in all other domains—land,sea, air, and space—depends on the ability to conduct cyberspace operations.7 For example, theability to conduct command and control of forces depends on the ability to pass information throughcyberspace, as does the ability to control the operation of weapon and sensor platforms.Preparedness to operate in cyberspace is not now included in the Defense Readiness ReportingSystem (DRRS), although there is recognition of the need to do so.  The discussion in this section willprovide a basis for including cyberspace preparedness.  There are two ways to think of thispreparedness—in terms of static measures of cyber defense, and in terms of how the state of cyberdefense enables mission accomplishment.  Both will be discussed below, although the latter methodis preferable.These two methods have their analogy in traditional readiness reporting.  Originally, a unit’s state ofreadiness was given in terms of static measures such as the number of hours of unit training or thenumber of platforms (e.g., tanks) ready to deploy.  While useful, these measures did not directlyindicate the readiness of a unit to accomplish its missions. For this reason, readiness reporting nowincludes an assessment of the ability of units to accomplish their formally defined mission essentialtasks (METs), which units derive from the universal joint task list prepared by the Joint Staff.8 Basedon this assessment, a commander can then aggregate the lower level unit readiness and specify theoverall readiness of his command to accomplish its assigned missions.Figure 5 gives a notional example of such current readiness reporting.9 The state of readiness foreach MET (rows) for the command’s set of plans (columns) is given by the colored blocks in thechart—green for ready, yellow for questionable, and red for not ready.  The overall roll-up for eachplan is given at the top of the chart.

7 In keeping with the subject of this report, the discussion here pertains only to cyber defense.  Cyber offense is a separate, important topic.
8 The Joint Staff, Joint Mission Essential Task List (JMETL) Development Handbook, September 2002.
9 The METs shown on the left-hand side of the figure are at the strategic-theater level (ST), such as would be reported by a Combatant

Commander.  METs also exist at the lower operational and tactical levels.
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As indicated, current readiness reporting as exemplified by Figure 5 does not factor in cyberpreparedness.  The objective is that future reporting will do so.

FindingsDuring deliberations, the Task Force discussed the differences between static reporting measuresand mission-based reporting measures for the state of cyber preparedness in our defense forces.Below are descriptions of both methods with a conclusion of which method is preferable.
Static Reporting MeasuresTwo current examples of static reporting measures are described here.  The first is the requirementin the DoD Cybersecurity Discipline Implementation Plan that “Commanders at all levels will reporttheir status with the requirements in this Implementation Plan via the Defense Readiness ReportingSystem.”10 The referenced requirements refer to progress in four lines of effort:

 Strong authentication
10 DoD Cyber Security Implementation Plan, October 2015, Amended February 2016, page 3, accessed at

http://dodcio.defense.gov/Portals/0/Documents/Cyber/CyberDis-ImpPlan.pdf

Figure 5: Defense Readiness Reporting System display
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 Device hardening
 Reduced attack surface
 Alignment to cybersecurity and computer network defense providersThe reported measures are a set of 17 binary results (achieved or not achieved) for individual units– e.g., “do all web servers and web applications internal to the NIPRNet require DoD approved userauthentication.”The second example comes from the U.S. Navy’s Pacific Fleet (PACFLT) and is illustrated in the Figure6.  This report refers to a carrier strike group (CSG), in this case the Theodore Roosevelt CSG.  Sixcybersecurity measures (groups of columns) for relevant networks (individual columns) are givenfor the carrier and its major companion ships (rows).  The definition of the measures, how they areto be measured, and the criteria (green, yellow, red) associated with them are given at the bottom ofthe chart.  The intent is that reports like this be produced monthly for the CSGs in PACFLT.

The two examples above provide information that can be quite useful to their respective unitcommanders and superior officers, as well as to civilian leadership, particularly if monitored on acontinuing basis. They will indicate if the cybersecurity postures of the units in question areimproving or declining, and will identify particular problems.  Unfortunately, they still do not beardirectly on the ability of a unit to accomplish its mission.  That topic will be addressed next.
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Mission-Based Reporting MeasuresMission-based reporting measures are founded on the notion of mission assurance—CombatantCommanders (CCDR) must be prepared to execute assigned missions successfully in the face of cyberthreats.  Three ways for the CCDRs (and their subordinate commanders) to prepare are:
 Conduct cyber dependency analyses for missions and ensure that adequate cyber protectionis provided for the critical dependencies;
 Augment operation plans with contingency measures to enable operation in cyber degradedconditions; and
 Conduct exercises to test the adequacy of protection means and contingency planning formissions.Each of the mission assurance activities is next considered in more detail, followed by a discussion ofhow their measures can be factored into overall readiness reporting.

Cyber Dependency AnalysesThe cyber dependency analyses can be broken into the following steps:
1. For a given mission, identify the essential operational tasks necessary for mission execution
2. For each essential task, identify the critical cyber components upon which task executiondepends
3. Characterize the anticipated threat to the cyber components
4. Characterize the vulnerabilities of the cyber components
5. Develop procedural & technical means to mitigate the threat & vulnerabilities
6. Implement the means for mitigationTo illustrate how to approach this analysis, a representative mission, Joint Close Air Support (JCAS),is depicted in Figure 7.  The mission is initiated by the Joint Tactical Air Controller (JTAC) making arequest for air support that passes through the Army chain of command and then to the Air Force atthe Air Support Operations Center (ASOC). This leads to the assignment of an attack aircraft toprovide close air support.  Once the attack aircraft is assigned, it and the JTAC interact directly inconducting the attack. Having a mission description such as this, one then proceeds through thethreat, vulnerability, and mitigation steps. All are key to the cyber dependency analysis.The CCMDs, as owners of the missions, must assume the lead for the dependency analyses, with broadDoD and IC support.  Specific responsibilities are:
 CCMDs carry out the analyses for their missions (e.g., as given in their Operational Plans(OPLANs))
 Military Service components to the CCMDs, USCYBERCOM, National Security Agency (NSA),and Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) support execution of these analyses
 CCMDs implement the procedural mitigation measures identified
 Military Services, USCYBERCOM, NSA, and DISA implement the identified technical mitigationmeasures
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Elements of DoD are beginning to carry out these dependency analyses.  Cyber Protection Teams,resourced by the Military Services and assigned to USCYBERCOM, are allocated to CCMDs with thespecific purpose of conducting mission assurance analyses.  Some initial results are available fromthe Cyber Protection Teams, and this body of information will grow as the teams reach fulloperational capability in Fiscal Year 2018 (FY18).  The Military Services themselves have also begunconducting the analyses.  The mission assurance measures defined above will provide a systematicway to track, on a mission basis, the extent the dependency analyses have been conducted and themeans of protection means that are implemented in response.

Contingency PlanningNo matter how thorough the dependency analyses and implementation of the associated protectionmeans, the possibility of some successful cyber-attacks by an adversary must be assumed.  Thus,contingency measures to enable “fighting through” in cyber-degraded conditions are necessary.  Thecontingency measures are “work-arounds” to accommodate the loss or degradation of critical cyber
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Figure 7: Joint Close Air Support Mission Thread
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assets identified in the dependency analyses.  These “work-arounds” are both procedural andtechnical.  Representative contingency means are:
 Fallback procedures to deal with loss or compromise of data, degraded or lost connectivityand processing
 Survivable war reserve networks
 Data backup with integrity checks
 Recovery procedures for hosts and networks, including use of out-of-band networksThe mission assurance measure for contingency planning will assess the degree to which contingencyplans have been established to compensate for the degradation or loss of critical assets. This measurewould be reported as a percentage of the critical assets for which contingency means have beenestablished for the serious degradation or loss of the asset. Note that for this measure to bemeaningful, the contingency plans need to be assessed as both implementable and effective, at leastin a qualitative sense.Each CCMD, with support from the Services, would conduct their own contingency planning andimplement the contingency means.  Currently, such efforts are being conducted to a limited extent bythe U.S. Pacific Command (USPACOM) and the PACFLT.

ExercisesExercises should be conducted to test the adequacy of protection means and contingency planningfor the missions.  Important elements of the exercises are to:
 Define mission objectives and measure the extent they are met in degraded cyberenvironments
 Use realistic cyber threats, unrestricted to the extent feasible
 Conduct rigorous after-action reviews to assess execution and derive improvementsThe mission assurance measure for exercises is the extent that exercises have been conducted toassess how well the missions can be accomplished in the face of cyber threats.The second aspect is the percentage of a command’s missions examined in exercises using realisticcyber threats and rigorous assessments, the realism in threat play, and the depth of assessment beingprovided.  The degree of success is a value measure that is the percentage of each mission objective(e.g., deployment rate, weapons delivery) met in the exercise.The CCMD conducts the exercises, drawing on Service resources.  The major CCMD exercises are oflimited utility for the purposes described here.  Those exercises have to satisfy many other purposesand hence cannot allow cyber disruptions to impede overall progress of the exercises.  Smaller, morededicated joint environments are required.  Some of the Military Service exercise venues (e.g., the AirForce’s Red Flag) would also be useful.Aggressive cyber play may not be allowed on general-purpose networks because of the side effectsthat can result, and also adversary observation of the tools and techniques being employed.  Closedcyber ranges, augmented to represent full mission play (e.g., simulations), could be an important
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environment for conducting the exercises.  DoD is currently giving increased attention to the use ofcyber ranges.Measuring value can be pursued in more detail.  Exercises can be used to measure the value ofcybersecurity enhancements, or conversely the cost in operational effectiveness of not having theenhancements.  The idea is to conduct an exercise with and without a set of enhancements andmeasure the difference in operational effectiveness (the degree mission objectives areaccomplished).Exercises conducted to assess the results of dependency analyses and contingency planning can alsobe used to extract empirically derived planning factors.  For example, the command and controlprocesses used in an exercise can be examined to understand the impacts on planning factors suchas how decision speed was impeded or target location accuracy was degraded.  Analytical models ofthe processes can be built and the planning factors used therein.  The models would then be used toassess the value of implementing suggested cybersecurity enhancements.This approach based on analytical models and planning factors is speculative.  It is not addressedfurther in this report, but it could be a promising approach worthy of further investigation.
Relationship to Readiness ReportingThe discussion above derived five mission assurance measures that include:

 Identifying critical cyber assets for the mission
 Assessment that those assets for cyber vulnerabilities
 Implementation of protection means for identified vulnerabilities
 Establishment of contingency plans to compensate for the degradation or loss of criticalassets
 Conduct exercises to assess how well the missions can be accomplished in the face of cyberthreatsThis study advocates that these measures be reported by each of the CCMDs for their forces sincethey are mission-based assessments.  The measures can be included in the DRRS as an adjunct to theinformation currently reported.The measures can also be folded into overall readiness reporting, thereby incorporating the state ofcyber preparedness into the overall preparedness of military units to engage in military operations.As stated above, current readiness reporting expresses the ability of military units to accomplishtheir mission essential tasks (METs).  Those assessments take static measures (e.g., resourceavailability, level of training, etc.) and applies expert judgment to come up with the MET assessments.Similarly, the cyber mission assurance measures can be used in this process along with expertjudgment to provide the MET assessments.  The ability to accommodate the cyber measures will nothappen immediately.  An experience base must be built.
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Overall ConclusionsCCDRs must be prepared to execute assigned missions successfully in the face of cyber threats.Mission assurance assessments (defined above) can be used to express the degree of preparednessfor carrying out tasks comprising missions in the face of cyber threats.  While limited assessmentsare now being conducted, a much more robust program is required.These mission assurance assessments can be included in the DRRS, the standard DoD vehicle forreporting the readiness of military units and commands to engage in military operations. First, asthe separate mission assurance measures referring to cyber preparedness, and second, as folded intothe overall readiness statements for units and commands.
For its assigned missions, each CCMD, with support of the Services should report their cyber
preparedness along with the other elements of the DRRS.  Updates to these assessments
should follow the normal Defense Readiness Reporting schedule.For its assigned missions, each CCMD, with support of the Military Services, should report throughthe DRRS the following:

 Have assets critical for the mission been identified, e.g., thru mission thread analyses?
 How many of those assets have been assessed for cyber vulnerabilities, e.g., by CyberProtection Teams and Service technical analysts?
 Is there a schedule for cyber-assessing the remaining critical assets?
 To what extent have protection means been implemented for the identified vulnerabilities,both procedural and technical?
 To what extent have contingency plans been established to compensate for the degradationor loss of the critical assets, e.g., fallback and recovery procedures to meet minimumoperating requirements?
 Has each exercise been used to determine the value of cyber defense as it pertains to themission objectives of that particular exercise?
 Have exercises been conducted to assess how well the missions can be accomplished in theface of cyber threats, involving realistic threats, red team play and quantitative assessment ofmission execution?Some activity is ongoing now pertaining to most of the items in this recommendation, so it should bepossible to quickly initiate implementation of the recommendation.  Standards defining how themission assurance measures are to be reported should first be established so there is commonunderstanding by all parties involved.  That definition should not take long (nor should it be allowedto get hung up in bureaucratic process that will take a long time); approximately six months shouldbe adequate.  The periodic reporting should occur every six months.  This frequency is not so frequentthat it overburdens those conducting the assessments.  Highest priority in the reporting and theassociated cyber preparedness improvements should be given to those missions deemed mostcritical.
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Chapter 6: Build on Current Modeling Efforts to Inform
InvestmentThese four tasks described in the terms of reference for the task force serve as the basis forestablishing the goals and objectives of the models required for understanding relationships betweenDoD cyber investments and the amount of increased resilience. A successful family of models thataccount for past and future successes and failures of DoD’s cyber investments will serve to improveDoD’s ability to analyze its overall cyber investment decisions.The four tasks are:

 Task 1 - Provide DoD leadership with improved management insight into the level of cyberprotection that currently exists and is planned within DOD networks, sensing, weapon andsupport systems
 Task 2 - Develop approaches to assess system resilience or surrogates for informing systemresilience, to different kinds and levels of cyber attack
 Task 3 – Develop methods to understand relationships between DoD cyber investments andthe amount of increased resilience to attack
 Task 4 - Develop prioritized recommendations for the “next dollar spent” for maximum effectagainst cyber threats, and the priorities for investmentTask 1 above, when accomplished, provides the data necessary to partially drive the other threetasks. Quantitative data collection and analysis on the current state of cyber protection across DoD iscritical in understanding the gaps that must be addressed. A critical element of this task is theestablishment and standardization of the data and metrics that will be used. The department mustidentify and train organizations on the methods and techniques for capturing and reporting therequired data. Additionally, having an established technology roadmap that addresses bothsustainment and insertion plans provides decision makers with the insight necessary to determinehow best to select and time upgrades appropriately.Beyond the processes, procedures, and techniques resulting from performing Task 2 and Task 3,completing these tasks provide an opportunity to employ modeling, simulation, and analysis (MS&A),such as predictive analytics. A key required skill necessary for the execution of Tasks 2 and 3 aredata scientists. Data scientists provide the necessary support for optimizing what data is captured,the processes involved that generated the data and what analysis must be performed to extract theknowledge or insights from the data. These analyses are a means to predict the impact of evolvingthreats and determine the resilience of the system and its mission assurance based on the countermeasures DoD might employ in response. Predictive analytics is the use of data, statistical algorithms,and machine-learning techniques to identify the likelihood of future outcomes based on historicaldata.The data required to drive the analysis and modeling is a byproduct of the deployment of continuousmonitoring services mandated by the Risk Management Framework (RMF) and now being adopted
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across DoD. RMF is the unified information security framework for the entire federal governmentthat is replacing the legacy certification and accreditation (C&A) processes within the DOD, theintelligence community (IC) and other government agencies (OGA). The adoption of the RMF acrossDoD is providing improved insight and understanding of the level of cyber protection now in placeacross our military systems and correspondingly, the level of risk being accepted by data and systemowners. Throughout DoD, systems are being retrofitted or designed to comply with continuousmonitoring capabilities, which allow increased awareness of the security posture of our militarysystems. The work is by no means done. RMF, if fully adopted and enforced, does have the capacityto significantly improve upon the security posture of our systems.Discrete modeling and simulation techniques coupled with the use of the Markov decision processand stochastic math models enhance the results by accounting for the inherent randomness foundwithin systems operating within a cyber-contested environment.Task 3 is challenging as it requires the establishment of a uniform set of metrics across all DoDelements, a means to aggregate and normalize the data, and finally the creation of a cross-referencematrix between the data results and the corresponding cyber defense expenditures. A model is nowbeing built in DoD that provides the basis for partially satisfying the objectives of this task. The modelprovides visibility into past and current DoD cyber defense expenditures as well as an understandingof how various expenditures have been prioritized. The critical element needed to satisfy this task isidentifying, capturing, and mapping the metrics representing the resulting cyber resilience createdas RMF-based controls are deployed across the enterprise. As part of this work, some effort is beingexpended to understand what are the most critical systems and how each of the military systems’operational effectiveness is impacted as cyber defense capabilities are introduced. It is important torecognize that an increase in resilience does not always equal an increase in operationaleffectiveness.In achieving the objective defined for Task 4, a combination of models is required to adequatelyaddress all contributing factors and to provide OSD with a keen insight into the value of alternativecyber defense investments. Modeling and simulation holds the potential to enable DoD decisionmakers to rely upon analytics as their primary means for understanding how a cyber defenseinvestment may impact mission assurance and system resiliency when operating in a cyber contestedenvironment. As illustrated in Figure 8, a combination of financial, heuristic, and effects-basedoperational assessment modeling will enable DoD to predict how an investment may improve overallsystem risk and how that investment may impact system resiliency and mission assurance.
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The financial model and the heuristic models are addressed partially by the effort required toperform Task 3. Efforts now being performed by ODASD(C3CB) serve as a foundation for addressingthe objectives of Task 3 and provide the inputs necessary to successfully accomplish Task 4.In Task 4, a new concept is introduced for use in cyber investment modeling, effects based modeling.The goal is to quantitatively establish how a cyber defense investment applied to a category ofmilitary systems may result in improved effectiveness of that system in a cyber contestedenvironment. An essential element to successfully performing Task 4 is the creation of a team with abroad understanding of the various systems and platforms now used within DoD and their overallinterdependence in achieving the national security goals of the United States.  This data serves as thebasis and primary driver of the model.The objective of the model is to calculate measures of performance (MOP) and measures ofeffectiveness (MOE) for a system based upon the cyber defensive actions and investments that weremade. The model is based on the concept of effects based operations (EBO). EBO provides the basisfor determining if a cyber defense investment has the potential to improve the effectiveness of amilitary system. In essence, by determining how a cyber defense investment performs and what theresulting MOEs are for the system in which the cyber defense actions were applied, it is possible toquantitatively prioritize which investments will provide the highest degree of resilience necessary toallow a military system to meets its objectives.  In addition, the resulting measures have the potentialto be integrated into the models created under Task 3 for the purpose of understanding the

Figure 8: Cyber investment modeling enables quantitative decision making
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relationship between increased cyber resilience and overall mission effectiveness. The suggestedEBO approach does not account for cost relative to an improvement in resilience.Back testing will be used to evaluate the accuracy of the model based upon how previous cyberdecisions impacted the overall mission. Data science will be incorporated into the model validationprocess so as to fully understand how specific decisions may affect the overall outcome. In addition,through data science additional knowledge may be gained in terms of intersystem dependence whichmay further support the investment decision process.
FindingsThe DoD has defined three primary missions within the cyber space domain.11 They are to:

 defend DoD networks, systems, and information;
 defend the United States and its interests against cyber attacks of significant consequence;and
 provide integrated cyber capabilities to support military operations and contingency plans.In 2015, the DoD budget appropriated over $5.1 billion towards accomplishing these missions, and$5.5 billion has been requested in the 2016 DoD budget. Additional funds also are inherentlycontained within the budgets of each service branch and major acquisition activity.  Similar levels ofinvestments can be found in federal, state, and local governments as well as the private sector. Recentreports estimate that organizations within the United States are spending more than $15 billion eachyear to provide security for communications and information systems.12Reporting on penetrations of DoD systems clearly demonstrate that the current cyber defenseinvestment approach is not working.  The DoD is not the only organization facing poor results. Recentreports estimate the loss to the United States as a result of cyber espionage and cybercrime is over$100 billion dollars per year.13,14The DoD faces a cyber defense investment challenge. If it is to be successful in accomplishing its threecyber missions, it must develop and adopt new and improved decision making strategies thatoptimize its resources while achieving measurable improvements in the cyber resilience of itsnetworks. Decision making activities for allocating cyber defense investment funds requires carefulconsideration of the following two factors:
 Cost of implementing a cyber defense capability
 Cost impact that capability will have on the organizationThese two factors represent the direct and indirect costs of cyber defense investment strategies andare at the core of how to use limited human and financial resources to best protect U.S. military

11 Department of Defense, The DoD Cyber Strategy, accessed April 2015, available at
http://www.defense.gov/Portals/1/features/2015/0415_cyber-strategy/Final_2015_DoD_CYBER_STRATEGY_for_web.pdf

12 Market research by the Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association, 2013; Gartner 2013.
13 P. W. Singer and A. Friedman. Cybersecurity and Cyberwar: What Everyone Needs to Know. Oxford University Press. 2014.
14 S. Gorman. & D. Yadron. (23 May 2013) “Iran Hacks Energy Firms, U.S. Says,” Wall Street Journal.
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systems. The key to improving DoD system resilience is through the optimization of these cost factorsto ensure the right investments, are made on the right systems, at the right time. The properallocation of funding holds the potential to dramatically improve not only the level of cyber resiliencein the enterprise, but also realize improvements in mission effectiveness and reductions inoperational and maintenance costs as post-penetration clean-up actions are reduced.
Economic Models of Cyber SecurityOptimization of cyber defense cost factors can be greatly improved if DoD were to adopt a modelsbased approach for Cyber Defense Investment decision making. Through modeling, DoD is able toaddress the increasing uncertainty associated with the cyber defense posture within DoD. Theuncertainty is driven by a number of factors, many not within the control of DoD.
Table 1: Cyber Defense Investment Models

Model Type Presented By Purpose/Goal
Macro-economic input/output Santos and Haimes, 2004 Evaluate sensitivity of the U.S.

economy to cyber attacks in
particular sectors

Macro-economic input/output Garcia and Horowitz, 2006 Determine level of
underinvestment in cyber
security

Econometric Campbell et al. 2003 Analyze the loss of market
capitalization after a cyber
security incident

Financial Geer, 2001
Gordon and Loeb, 2005
Willemson, 2006

Determine the return on
security investment

Real World Simulation Dynes, Brechbuhl, and Johnson,
2005
Johnson and Goetz, 2007
Pfleeger, Libicki and Webber,
2007

Model real world decision
making and use it to
recommend future investment
decisions

Heuristic Gal-Or and Ghose, 2005
Gordon, Loeb, and Sohail, 2003

Ranks costs, benefits, and risks
of strategies for allocating
resources to improve
cybersecurity

Risk Management Baer, 2003
Conrad, 2005
Farahmand et. Al. 2005,
Geer 2004,
Gordon, Loeb, Sohail, 2003
Haimes and Chittester 2005
Soo Hoo 2000;
Baer and Parkinson 2007

Characterize behavior through a
risk management and insurance
framework

Game Theory Gal-Or and Ghose 2005
Horowitz and Garcia 2005
Irvine and Thompson, 2005

Resource allocation in
cybersecurity
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Continuing evolution of threats and vulnerabilities coupled with shifting motivation of attackers andthe imputed cost of successful penetrations makes it difficult to decide where cyber defenseresources should be focused. Further compounding this difficulty is DoD’s increasing and changinguse of information technology. As the use of information technology expands, the number of potentialtargets increases, as does the probability of a successful attack.
Modeling and model-based tools have been developed and used to support
decision making and to address the uncertainty inherent within this domain
since 2000. What has been learned through previous efforts is that there is no
one single model by itself that can account for the wide range of attributes
required to effectively support decisions on cyber defense investments.  Some
examples of attempts to model cyber investment decisions are shown in
Economic Models of Cyber SecurityOptimization of cyber defense cost factors canbegreatlyimprovedifDoDweretoadoptamodelsbased approach for Cyber Defense Investmentdecision making.Throughmodeling,DoDisabletoaddress the increasing uncertainty associated with the cyber defense posture within DoD. Theuncertainty is driven by a number of factors, many not within the control of DoD.

Table 1.Every model is developed for a specific purpose and, as such, includes a different set of assumptionsand constraints. Prior to using any model, it is critical that, it is well understood what the modelprovides, the data that feeds it, the assumptions and constraints used by the model, and the goals ofthe model.A search of available literature has identified at least two sources for creating a set of metrics thatmay be used to drive the models.  The first is from Global Information Assurance Certification (GIAC)enterprises. The metrics described in this report are based upon the SANS Institute’s Top 20.15 Thesecond source is from the MITRE Corporation as part of their Resilient Architectures for MissionAssurance and Business Objectives (RAMBO) project.16

Of the models presented in Economic Models of Cyber SecurityOptimization of cyber defense cost factors canbegreatlyimprovedifDoDweretoadoptamodelsbased approach for Cyber Defense Investmentdecision making.Throughmodeling,DoDisabletoaddress the increasing uncertainty associated with the cyber defense posture within DoD. Theuncertainty is driven by a number of factors, many not within the control of DoD.

15 C.I. Cain and E Couture, GIAC Enterprises, Establishing a Security Metrics Program: A Final Report, 14 October 2011
16 D. Bodeau, R. Graubart, L. Lapadula, P. Kertzner, A. Rosenthal, and J. Brennan, The MITRE Corporation, Cyber Resiliency Metrics, Version 1.0,

Rev. 1, April 2012.
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Table 1 above, two have been identified as having goals that are aligned with the challenge put forthin the Task Force’s terms of reference.
 Financial: The Gordon-Loeb model is a mathematical economic model analyzing the optimalinvestment level in information security. From the model, one can conclude that the amountan organization spends to protect information should generally be only a small fraction of theexpected loss (i.e., the expected value of the loss resulting from cyber or information securitybreaches). The Gordon-Loeb Model also shows that, for a given level of potential loss, theoptimal amount to spend to protect a given information set does not always increase withincreases in that information set’s vulnerability. In other words, organizations may derive ahigher return on their security activities by investing in cyber or information securityactivities that are directed at improving the security of other information sets even thoughtheir vulnerability may be less.  That is because the return on investment for protecting agiven information set is a function both of its vulnerability and the cost of a breach.
 Heuristic: The heuristic model reflects the interactions among the forces that affectcybersecurity and their impact on the cost of ensuring cybersecurity. These factors includethe sum of the losses from cyber attacks, the resources required to mount effective defenses,and the reduction of a network’s value based on the restrictions for its use.
 Risk Management: The risk management model is defined within the DoD 8500 RiskManagement Framework documents. This model is found within the security assessment andauthorization process as defined in conjunction with the Risk Management Framework(RMF).  While not one of the three models identified as supporting the cyber investmentdecision process, the Risk Management model does generate Security assessment data usedby the effects based model as shown in Figure 8.The financial and heuristic models form the basis for addressing the goals and objectives of the TOR.Through their inherent focus on economic, cyber defense, cyber resilience and operational systemeffectiveness factors they provide close alignment with DoD’s cyber defense strategy. The concept ofusing modeling to make decisions on cyber defense investments is maturing as efforts to collect andquantify the results of past investments improve with the requirements established by the RMF. Theaggregation of the results of these models will enable DoD to arrive at a decision that accounts forthe direct and indirect costs associated with a cyber defense investment.

Cyber Security Effect Based Assessment ModelA third model, the cyber security effect based assessment model, is one based on the concept ofoperational effectiveness.  This concept has been used successfully in establishing whether tasks thatare defined and executed are meeting the intended mission objectives. The U.S Air Force has usedthis approach quite successfully in planning and executing operational missions.As with any model, uncertainty is a function of the quality of the input data.  In the case of effects-based modeling of cyber security, the soundness of the input data is driven by the following threefactors. First is the availability and validity of the data itself. Second, this uncertainty is furthercomplicated by the dynamic nature and varying severity of the threats and vulnerabilities that the
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enterprise faces. The third factor that contributes to uncertainty is the validity and “noisiness” of themetrics used to measure the effectiveness of mitigation actions taken to counter threats andvulnerabilities.  Removing or lessening the uncertainty requires the establishment of an integratedapproach whereby a standard set of metrics is defined and collected by all organizations therebyimproving the consistency, meaning, and relevancy of the data.  Additionally, through increases invulnerability research, potential future attack vectors and their implication can be identified andincorporated into the model thus avoiding or minimizing the potential effects of zero days.
Measures of Effectiveness: Are We Doing the Right Things?Using the metrics collected across DoD for the systems and investments being considered, the modelshown in Figure 9 is populated to define and establish the objectives and tasks that must beperformed to improve cyber defense of a system and improve the mission assurance.An assessment is then performed to generate measures of performance (MOPs) and measures ofeffectiveness (MOEs) for each individual task. The result is a quantitative measure that establishesthe probability of success or improvement that will be achieved against the established objectives.The operational assessment methodology described is shown in Figure 10.
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As an example of the scoring models, Figure 11 illustrates the approach that would be used in

Figure 9: Effects based assessment

Figure 10: Effects Based assessment methodology
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satisfying an objective of “Preventing Unauthorized Access” of a system.The resulting MOP and MOE values are then used within the Heuristic model to establish the benefit

to the overall system as illustrated in Figure 8.During the course of this investigation, various government bodies and support organizations werecontacted to understand what efforts they had underway that may be helpful in addressing the TOR.The most promising activity is the study by the Rand Corporation with co-sponsorship by JuniperCorporation.17 The study was an attempt to address the need to more efficiently and cost effectivelymanage the cyber security risks that posed an impact to their business. The research used to drivethe study paralleled those in DoD. Specifically, the findings indicated that in spite of increasing levelsof cyber security spending, there was not a corresponding increase in the belief that exposure tocyber security risk was being lessened. Based upon this, Juniper and Rand Corporation concludedthat the issue was a lack of quantitative data that CISOs could rely on to make informed decisions onthe cyber investments being made. In response, Rand Corporation developed a heuristic economicmodel that correlates the major attributes and decisions that drive the cost of cyber risk within anorganization. The model is defined in the paper “The Defender’s Dilemma”18 and includes the cost ofsecurity tools, resources, threats, and the projected cost of a cyber-attack resulting in the loss of data.The model has shown considerable promise and has resulted in Rand Corporation receivingadditional tasking by the Air Force and others to pursue more sophisticated and refined approaches.The concept of cyber risk modeling is not new but until now has not received the attention it should.Through the work of Rand Corporation, all indications are that utilizing modeling as a means ofpredicting the cost of cyber-attacks and how specific investments may influence that cost continues
17 L. Ablon, M.C. Libicki, and A.A. Golay. Markets for Cybercrime Tools and Stolen Data: Hackers' Bazaar. Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation,

2014. Available at http://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR610.html.
18 M.C. Libicki, L. Ablon, and T. Webb. The Defender's Dilemma: Charting a Course Toward Cybersecurity. 2015.

Figure 11: Effects Scoring and performance scoring models
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to mature and should be strongly considered by DoD as a tool for improving cyber investmentdecision making.
DoD should expand the resources available to the ODASD(C3CB), in conjunction with the
Modeling and Simulation Coordination Office (M&SCO) under the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Research and Engineering (ASD(R&E)), to continue and expand the cyber
investment modeling work to include financial, heuristic, and effects based assessment
models. ODASD(C3CB) and M&SCO should lead an Executive Steering Committee to serve as
the coordination body for DoD throughout a multiphased approach to developing a single
model to inform DoD cyber investments, with a particular focus on warfighting systems.The Executive Steering Committee should develop and mature cyber investment modelingcapabilities over the next two years, to include:

 Financial Model with a goal to record, examine, and improve how cyber investment dollarsare used within DoD
 Heuristic Model with a goal to identify and understand the key factors affecting cyberinvestment decisions in terms of the inter-relatedness of organizations, systems, and the toolsand products used
 Effects Based Model with a goal to analyze cyber investments and their resulting impact on asystem’s cyber defense posture, cyber resilience, and mission effectiveness relative to costDuring this development, the Executive Steering Committee should explore how it can make use ofexisting partial models that have been developed by RAND, Lockheed Martin, Goldman Sachs, andthe Australian Signals Directorate.A multi-phase approach is recommended to leverage the above models in order to create a singlemodel to enable DoD decision makers to choose the most appropriate and cost-effective cyberdefense investments. The use of models and simulations has become a key tool for improving andrefining the methods and techniques used on a broad variety of DoD missions. Applying modelingand simulation to the cyber risk investment decision process would closely approximate the methodsand techniques used by insurance firms when choosing whether to issue coverage or not. While cyberrisk investment and assessment modeling is a developing field of expertise with similar complexitiesfound in the data sciences domain, it provides a very pragmatic and scientific method for solving thecyber investment decision problem. More importantly, it provides an opportunity forexperimentation and exploration of alternatives while not requiring the actual investment inresources and materials required by traditional try and buy approaches.

Phase 1 – Planning and CoordinationThe objectives of the planning and coordination phase is to define the appropriate metrics for thethree previously identified models: financial, heuristic, and effects based operation models. The riskmanagement framework (RMF) now being used by DoD includes various metrics and measures fordetermining the security postures of a system. These measures as part of this phase must be reviewedand likely refined to more accurately target the goals and objectives of the model. Once completed,
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these measures should be included within the RMF to ensure standardization across the department.The planning and coordination phase will establish a framework by developing consistent andstandard definitions of the key metrics for quantifying actions and results. These metrics provideguidance on the input, output, and interfaces required to ensure the models accurately reflect DoD’smissions and systems that are selected for inclusion. As part of the definition activity, the followingdriving factors should be examined and documented:
 Department Priorities

o Mapping of DoD priorities to programs and their ranking relative to national objectives
 Program inter-relationships

o Targeted investments can have broad impact across other department programs
 Cost Factors

o Cost of implementing a cyber defense capability
o Cost impact of implementing the capability

 Cyber Defense Uncertainties
o Continuing evolution of threats & vulnerabilities
o Shifting motivation of attackers
o Cost implications of successful penetrations
o DoD’s increasing and changing use of information technologyIn this phase, create a working group that includes members from ODASD(C3CB), Rand, MITRE andothers. This working group will be responsible for creating DoD Cyber Investment Framework. Theworking group should report to the Executive Committee on a quarterly basis and the ODASD (C3CB)leadership monthly to ensure the tasking remains aligned with the overall goals and objectives.The working group will also explore how it may use existing partial “models” that have beendeveloped by the Rand Corporation, Lockheed Martin, Goldman Sachs, the Australian SignalsDirectorate, and others.

Phase 2 – Pilot Model CreationThe objective of Phase 2 is to build a pilot model.  To accomplish this a model development team willbe assembled. This team will work closely with the Phase 1 working group and report toODASD(C3CB). The Phase 1 Working group will act as a liaison between the development team andthe leadership. The following tasks are accomplished in this phase:
 Broaden and expand modeling activity to include system criticality, resiliency, andinterdependence in driving cyber investment decisions of operational war fighting systems.
 DoD should expand upon OSD/ATL/DASD(C3CB) cyber investment modeling work to includefinancial, heuristic, and effects based assessment optimization models to inform DoD cyberinvestments, with particular focus on war fighting systems.
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o Financial Modeling: Capture, analyze, and optimize how cyber investment dollars aredistributed and used within DoD
o Heuristic Modeling: Identify and understand the key factors affecting cyber investmentdecisions in terms of the interrelatedness of organizations, systems, and the tools andproducts used
o Effects Based Modeling: Provides the means to analyze cyber investments and theirresulting impact on a system’s cyber defense posture, cyber resilience, and missioneffectiveness relative to cost

 Task M&SCO within ASD(R&E) to develop and mature cyber investment modeling capabilities
 Formally and mathematically define the relationship between DoD’s Cyber Investments andCyber Resilience Posture (TOR Task #3)
 Create a model driven by DoD System Resilience measurements and from which prioritizedrecommendations for the “next dollar spent” are generated for maximum effects against cyberthreats (TOR Task #4)

Phase 3 – Model ValidationThe objective of Phase 3 is to validate the pilot model from Phase 2.  At this time the pilot model willbe tested against previous decisions to determine how well the model can track previous successfulinvestments. In addition, the model will be used on a sampling of upcoming acquisitions and systemupgrades. The results should be compared to those of an independent team to understand thedifferences, if any, between the model and the team.Subsequent use of the model will require the assignment of the model to the appropriate budgetingorganization, likely ODASD (C3CB). The goal upon completing validation and allocating the tool to anorganization will be to follow and track the results so as to generate recommended refinements andto tune the underlying data model. Additionally, close association between the model’s developersand the organizations defining metric collection must continue to ensure the right data continues tobe collected as systems mature and as the cyber threat and cyber investment landscape evolves.
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Chapter 7: Work with COTS Suppliers That Place High
Value on the Security of Their ProductsThe Department of Defense buys large amounts of enterprise software and hardware.  This relianceon commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products means that DoD systems inherit vulnerabilities that thecommercial market place has been willing to tolerate. Most cyber defense measures—in place andproposed—focus on reacting to discovered vulnerabilities and thwarting would-be attackers. Thevery best cyber defense measures would be those that prevent the acquisition and fielding of highlyvulnerable capabilities in the first place.Diligence is required to acquire those capabilities, and only those capabilities, that are essential tothe mission and implemented in a way that minimizes vulnerabilities.  Every capability entails somelevel of vulnerability, particularly when the capability is partly instantiated in software.  Good cyberdefense measures are intended to assure that the acquisition and fielding of military capabilities haveminimal vulnerabilities.Some vendors are improving the security of their COTS software.  As DoD improves its cyber hygieneand incorporates more disciplined IT administration processes, DoD can make known to vendorswhat processes, software tools, software features, and levels of cyber security are required.  Doing sowould not be overly costly.  Even though DoD is not the dominant customer for most vendors, it canhelp shape the commercial marketplace to improve cyber security by expressing its need for bettersecurity in COTS products.DoD IT leaders can express these needs in open settings such as the Software Assurance Forumssponsored by NIST, as well as websites such as the NIST discussion site for Security ContentAutomation Protocol. DoD can be a leader for better cyber security and defense among governmentagencies, making it a stronger customer voice in a large, noisy market.
USD(AT&L), in coordination with the DoD CIO and CISO, should help shape the commercial
marketplace to deliver better cyber security by becoming a more demanding buyer.For competitive purposes, commercial vendors tend to bundle capabilities into set products. Thismakes it difficult to buy only the minimum essential capabilities needed by the DoD program. TheDoD CIO and CISO, on behalf of DoD, should open a dialogue with vendors as to how buyers candisable unnecessary capabilities. This should also be coordinated with other government agencies todevelop a government-wide effort to shape the marketplace.Actions for becoming a more demanding buyer include:

 USD(AT&L) should favor vendors with strong software development practices and trackrecord of conscientiously fixing vulnerabilities
 The DoD CIO and CISO should specify the use of open standards for security automation
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 The DoD CIO in conjunction with the Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) shouldrequire that newly acquired software run on a standard secure configuration
 The DoD CISO should work with vendors to build marketplace awareness and demand forcyber-resilient hardware and software
 The DoD CIO should coordinate with CIOs from other government agencies, in particular DHS,to make such conditions part of their future purchases and developments.Exposing vulnerabilities in complex systems and acknowledging the capabilities that engender thosevulnerabilities requires a level of skill that is not currently resident in DoD.  The DoD CIO and CISO,in coordination with USD(AT&L), should take immediate steps to develop these skills and augmentcurrent staffing in order to support making DoD a more demanding buyer.  This can be done throughpersonnel exchanges with NSA and USCYBERCOM, through FFRDC exchanges, and involvement withother outside entities. Clear incentives will be needed to attract real experts in this area.  Resourcesshould be provided, as required, to assist in this skill development.For both traditional programs of record and COTS programs, the onus in on the requirements processto ensure there is adequate cyber security.  The DoD CIO and CISO have a presence in the process upto and including JROC deliberations. Their involvement in this process will support minimizing cybervulnerabilities as a normal aspect of every Program of Record (POR).  This process is easier begunwith a new POR rather than immediately grafting it onto current programs. Therefore, the DoD CIOand CISO should seek to embed this process of fine-grained cyber-risk management into a target POR.The suggested candidate program is the “next generation bomber” because it is a mission criticalsystem.Identifying the specific, as well as types of, system capabilities that are most likely to introduce cybervulnerabilities or otherwise increase the cyber attack surface in a system will improve the overallcyber safe acquisition process. Research should be sponsored by USD(AT&L) and the DoD CIO andCISO, both within and outside of DoD, to better understand the inter-relationships between systemcapabilities and their vulnerabilities. This research will support DoD’s efforts in becoming a moredemanding buyer.
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Acronym List

AFATDS Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Data SystemAFCEA Armed Forces Communications and Electronics AssociationASD Australian Signals DirectorateASD(R&E) Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and EngineeringASOC Air Support Operations CenterAWACS Airborne Warning and Control SystemBCT brigade combat teamBMD Ballistic Missile DefenseBN battalionC&A certification and accreditationC2 command and controlC4ISR command, control, communications, computers, intelligence,surveillance and reconnaissanceCASS Close Air Support SystemCCDRs Combatant CommandersCCMDs Combatant CommandsCIO chief information officerCISO chief information security officerCJCS Chief of the Joint Chiefs of StaffCOTS commercial-off-the-shelfCSG carrier strike groupDARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects AgencyDEPSECDEF Deputy Secretary of DefenseDHS Department of Homeland SecurityDISA Defense Information Systems AgencyDIV divisionDoD Department of DefenseDRRS Defense Readiness Reporting SystemDSB Defense Science BoardEBO effects-based operationsEOT executive oversight teamFFRDCs Federally Funded Research and Development CentersFSE fire support elementFY fiscal yearGIAC global information assurance certificationHBSS host based security systemIC intelligence communityISR intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissanceIT information technologyJCAS Joint Close Air SupportJCS Joint Chiefs of StaffJROC Joint Requirements Oversight CouncilJTAC Joint Tactical Air ControllerJWICS Joint Worldwide Intelligence Communications System
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Link 16 Tactical Data Exchange NetworkM&SCO Modeling and Simulation Coordination OfficeMETs mission essential tasksMOEs measures of effectivenessMOPs measures of performanceMS&A modeling, simulation and analysisNIPRnet Non-secure Internet Protocol Router NETworkNIST National Institute of Standards and TechnologyNSA National Security AgencyODASD(C3CB) Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command,Control, And Communication (C3), Cyber, and Business Systems (C3CB)OODA observe, orient, decide and actOPLANs operational plansOSD Office of the Secretary of DefensePACFLT U.S. Pacific FleetPMs program managersPOR program of recordRAMBO Resilient Architectures for Mission Assurance and Business Objectives(a MITRE Corporation project)RMF risk management frameworkSECDEF Secretary of DefenseSIPRnet Secret Internet Protocol Router NetworkTACP tactical air control partyTBMCS Theater Battle Management Core SystemTOR terms of referenceUSCYBERCOM United States Cyber CommandUSD(AT&L) Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology and LogisticsUSD(P) Under Secretary of Defense for PolicyUSPACOM United States Pacific Command
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Note - This attack timeline is for example purposes only, ref Hackmageddon.com.
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Note – For example purposes only, ref. Hackmageddon.com.
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Note – For example purposes only, ref Hackmageddon.com.
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Note – Example of a trend in which the attacker enters a system and encrypts the files,then charges the owner a ransom to decrypt.
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Note – This shows actual attacks during the reporting month and how each of the defensivesystems performed, whether it detected the attack or not or whether it stopped or wouldhave stopped the attack.  It also shows how proposed defenses would have performed soyou can see if it might be worth adding to the defensive portfolio.
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Note – This shows how the company’s defenses are aligned by phase of the attack.  It allowsyou to see where there is defense in depth and where the defenses may be thin.  It alsolooks at the cost of acquiring and operating the defensive system ($ thru $$$) and theperformance of that system (* thru ***).
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Note - There are hundreds of different security controls that have been recommended foruse.  This analysis performed by the Australian Signals Directorate ranks the top 35controls in terms of how they performed during a year of attacks.  Note that theperformance falls off rather quickly, and in fact they claim that the failure or absence of thetop four controls resulted in 85 percent of the successful attacks.Note – The Task Force suggests that the leadership give priority attention to the top fourcontrols, ensuring they are implemented and updated to the maximum extent possibleacross DoD networks.  The following R/Y/G charts show metrics for these controls.
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Note – The Task Force has combined the patching of application software and operatingsystem software into this one chart.
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